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Meson resonances and S matrix unitarity from lattice
QCD potentials
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We discuss how to study I = 0 quarkonium resonances decaying into pairs of heavy-light mesons using static
potentials from lattice QCD. These static potentials can be obtained from a set of correlation functions containing
both static and light quarks. As a proof of concept we focus on bottomonium with relative orbital angular
momentum L = 0 of the bbbar pair corresponding to JPC = 0−+ and JPC = 1−− . We use static potentials from an
existing lattice QCD string breaking study and compute phase shifts and T matrix poles for the lightest heavy-light 
meson-meson decay channel. We discuss our results in the context of corresponding experimental results, in
particular for Υ(10860) and Υ(11020).

Work done with Marco Cardoso, Nuno Cardoso, Marc Wagner

Local: Sala de Seminários (311)
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Recent Results from MicroBooNE
Prof. Andrew Mastbaum 

(Rutgers University)


The MicroBooNE experiment is a Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC) 
located at Fermilab's Booster Neutrino Beam, focused primarily on investigating the 
anomalous excess of low-energy electromagnetic events previously observed in the 
MiniBooNE experiment. Using the capabilities of the LArTPC technology to improve 
background discrimination and probe exclusive final states, MicroBooNE has 
completed its first suite of complementary searches for excesses in electron 
neutrino interactions and in neutral current single photon production. In these 
analyses of an initial subset of the data, consistency with the background model is 
observed across all search channels. In this talk, I will outline the history and 
motivation for these searches, describe the experiment and the analyses, and 
discuss the results and their implications.

Location: Videoconference - Zoom
https://indico.lip.pt/event/1079/
Connection details 
URL: https://videoconf-colibri.zoom.us/j/82345449841
PIN: LIPSeminar
Or by phone:
Dial: +351 308 810 988 (Portugal Toll) or +351 211 202 618 
(Portugal Toll)
Meeting ID: 823 4544 9841
Or iPhone one-tap:  308810988,82345449841# or 
211202618,82345449841# 
PIN for phones: 5506206082

https://videoconf-colibri.zoom.us/j/82345449841?pwd=dDBMb05mTy9rN2VTNzlYZWd1cTdwZz09
https://videoconf-colibri.zoom.us/j/82345449841?pwd=dDBMb05mTy9rN2VTNzlYZWd1cTdwZz09

